
In the ActivClassroom, everyone wants to come to the board. 
With ActivArena, students and teachers can assemble and 
contribute together. It’s two people and two pens toward an 
endless environment of collaboration. 
ActivArena turns our ActivBoard into an impromptu 
gathering point or a tutor’s corner for one-on-one help 
sessions—all under the instructor’s control. Teachers can 
choose to activate and deactivate the “intelligent” student 
pen. The idea revolutionizes interactive whiteboard 
technology, allowing two students to teach each other or 
students and teachers to work together—exponentially 
enriching the learning experience and enhancing the 
possibilities of every single lesson.
http://www.prometheanworld.com/server.php?show=nav.16891

How to make ActivArena an integral part of the 
ActivClassroom:

Use dual pens during one-on-one tutoring sessions.1. 
Make reviewing a concept or for a test interactive by using 2. 
the dual user mode.
Promote collaborative work between students by pairing 3. 
them up to complete an activity that requires dual user 
mode.
Take advantage of what you already have.4. 
Use the resources available on  5. 
www.prometheanplanet.com  
that encourage dual user mode

ActivArena

To enable dual user mode:
		 •Click Tools from the menu
		 •Select Dual User Mode
Once in Dual User mode, a separate toolbox will appear. 
This is the student pen toolbox. 

Is	the	performance	affected	by	having	a	second	pen	at	the	
board?	
Both ActivPens can be used at the board simultaneously with 
no performance difference.

Can	either	of	the	ActivArena	pens	be	used	when	Dual	User	
is	not	selected?	
When Dual User is not selected, both pens have the functions 
of the teacher pen, though they can’t write on the board 
simultaneously.

Can	Dual-User	functionality	be	used	on	other	applications	
(apart	from	flipcharts)?	
Dual-User functionality is available to use on other 
applications through desktop annotation mode.

Will	ActivArena	work	with	competitor’s	interactive	
whiteboards?	
ActivArena is available exclusively for Promethean 
ActivBoards. It will not work with competitor’s interactive 
whiteboards. 
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Quick Reference Guide

Student Pen Functions
While in Dual User Mode, the student Pen is limited to the 
functions on the Student Toolbox. It can write, highlight, 
and fill with the available colors in the Student Toolbox 
color palette. Students have access to the shape tool on the 
student toolbox. The student may only draw the shape the 
teacher has chosen using the main toolbox (prior to the 
student choosing the shape tool from the student toolbox).
The student default shape color is orange; to change this, 
use the fill tool. The Student pen, while in dual user mode 
cannot perform the tasks listed below:

Turn the page.1. 
Choose a color that is not in the Student Toolbox                   2. 
color palette.
Operate the tools in the Main Toolbox.3. 
The auto-spell check, associated with the handwriting 4. 
recognition tool, cannot be operated by the student pen.
Undo/Redo5. 
Choose from a menu.6. 


